
Since 1902 ANCO® has been a tradition in the meat and poultry industries. In

today’s competitive business environment it is reassuring that a company and their

employees have the needed experience and a keen eye for building state of the art

process systems.



ANCO-EAGLIN   provides many benefits for customers beyond supplying quality

equipment.  The planned Farmers Pride project “first site visit”, I believe showed

A-E’s importance. The initial stage of planning while central does not guarantee

success. ANCO engineering and designing team assures the success during and after

the project is competed.

Initial  Stage

• Raw material from the Typhoon receivers requires special consideration in

transporting to the  ANCO supplied metal detection system. A-E revised layout

addresses this need.

• Phase I cooling process was discovered to be incomplete as it is now installed;

ANCO has provided a workable solution.

• The proposed A-E Pet Chilling System incorporates many features not originally

specified but which are standard with our equipment package. Example; sampling of

raw material via custom programming of the PLC system, hoppers with view ports …

freeze protection controls for the Votator™ heat exchanges.

Project  Duration

• Provide key interface for all aspects of the project and equipment design.

CAD drawings received from Andrew W. Booth & Associates, Inc. need to be

reviewed for point loads, sanitations considerations and other issues.

• A-E has a staff of professional engineers that can interface with the architect

providing an experience support for the project that include:

1) Layout and design

2) Automation

3) Refrigeration and utility considerations

4) Sanitations

5) General plant interfacing during construction



• Equipment built by A-E is not only USDA approved but meets Ag-Canada

regulations insuring complete compliance and the highest product quality.

• Experienced with all major pet food manufactures requirements provides Farmers

Pride a no excuse designs.  See Hatfield note:

The system ran well Thursday. We started pet food around 8:30 AM and

without interruption the remainder of the day. We filled a tanker and

maintained a very consistent product temperature. Nestle was very pleased at the pace

the process “came on line”.

Lewis and William was key in this successful start-up.  Not only did they handle the

challenges of our quick time frame they provided valuable assistance in integrating our raw

material flow to the ANCO supplied equipment and training of personnel.

Lewis and William from ANCO plan to leave this morning with our appreciation for a job

well done.

After the Sale

Too many times we all have purchased an item then needs support. A-E recognizes

the need of support after the sale and has implemented many key points to better

support the customer.

• A-E’s control package provides a PLC that is web based which allows remote

connection through a IP address for trouble shooting and programming upgrades.

• Greensboro facility, over  $500,000 of spare parts are inventoried to maximize

customer’s production up time.

•  Service technician are available for retraining of customer operators and

maintenance personnel.

• As Farmers Pride grows your level of trust in ANCO products and service will too.

We service what we sale, for single source responsibility.


